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This is my sign, the pitch
of my tent on low ground.
It is the march up the mountain
and the march down. It is
a crossroads without a choice.
It is my past and my future
leaning together like cornstalks
after the rain. This broken
stick confers no honor,
but it has marked me.
It has stolen the comfort
of a bare sleeve.
t
THE KEY
As geraniums appear over doors,
beside driveways, on porches
and window sills, so the city
is blooming with locks.
They hang from bicycle wheels
languid as orchids. On each
jewelry box, diary, and travelling
case grows the tiny bouquet
of a lock. Bedroom doors wear them
like a rose in the navel.
Imagine, then, how modest
I may be, how gentlemanly.
I seldom mention my mark.
When the need arises, you will,
somehow, have guessed it.
6
THE WINDLASS
In me, opposites face each other
like poker players drawn to the table
yet holding their cards to themselves.
Spades, diamonds, hearts, clubs.
The chips meet in the middle.
One man deals the cards, clockwise,
into four piles, their backs
patterned like four turtles floating
in a slow eddy. The players are skillful
and cautious; the money rises and falls
gently in front of them. It is late,
but no one moves to leave. Finally,
they notice that all of them are
losing. The game grows silent, except
for the creak of the table, turning.
7
ANOTHER WINDLASS
North, south, east, and west,
the four ages of the world,
the ordinate and the abscissa,
fire, water, earth, and air,
the four-fold mysteries,
black bile, yellow bile, phlegm,
and blood, the four horsemen
of the apocalypse,
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John,
father, mother, son, daughter.
This windlass does not turn.
There is no question who sits




The sides of my house are all of a length,
achieving a simple symmetry, a shape basic
to the sciences. An ancient sign, it stands
for fire, rising. In Egypt it was an emblem
of the Godhead, and for Pythagoras it meant
wisdom. The Christians, too, are of my house.
What the dark line may be, below,
I couldn't say — a slab, as it were,
under the building. Perhaps,
it is the log the fire feeds on
or perhaps a drunken uncle who
marred the reputation of my family
and now must lie outside the door.
What could it be, this heavy stroke
below the pure triangle, this long
tongue that never learned to speak?
9
THE LADDER
Though it appears the same,
the ladder has changed.
Someone has turned it, putting
the high end on the ground.
Now, though I look up and see
the lines of the roof meeting
at the gable and the sky
hanging beyond them
like a cluster of grapes,
still, as I climb, my feet
move down the rungs, slowly
taking four great steps.
f
THE POT-HANGER
It's not all bad, having buck teeth
and a name like Pot-hanger. No one
can think of you as a quarterback
or a lover or president of the bank,
so you try something else, something
no one particularly wants. You're
good at it, maybe, and get your name
on an invention, the Pot-hanger Swivel,
or a new species of mushroom. As it
turns out, even a girl can enjoy your
company. And everything that happens is
a surprise — as though you, a catfish,
should find yourself leaning your elbows
on the bank, giving a bit of advice
to the Corps of Engineers, then swimming
off to New Orleans with a brown trout.
1 1
THE FRYING PAN
My mark is my confusion.
If I believe it, I am
another long-necked girl
with the same face.
I am emptiness reflected
in a looking glass, a head
kept by a collar and leash,
a round belly with something
knocking to get in.
But cross the handle
with a short stroke
and I am Venus, the old
beauty. I am both the egg
and the pan it cooks in,
the slow heat, the miraculous
sun rising.
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"House-marks were , at first
,
pn'uate signs of peasant proprietors
,
and
their use was originally confined to their holdings, all moveable property
which was distinguished by the holdings-mark.
The holdings-mark was displayed:
By being punched into floated timber, which could thus be sorted out at
the end of its run.
By being snipped into the ears of domestic animals and the feet of web-
footed animals.
By being clipped out of the coats of horses.
By being painted on sacks, and on the fleeces of sheep.
By being cut into the upper bills of swans.
By being ploughed into the surface of the fields.
By being carved on trees and on sticks used for drawing lots.
By being embroidered on rugs and cloths.
By being punched or branded into the iron or wooden parts of
agricultural implements, respectively, and by being branded into
the hides of domestic animals and the horns of cattle.
At a later date these house-marks came to be used as personal signs, and
often underwent modifications at the hands of different members of the
family. Later still they were used as trade-marks and the marks of
craftsmen and artists. The suggestion that they owe their origin to the
Runes is only to be accepted in rare cases."





My face in the mirror and his eyes
back of my eyes and back
of us both the money carefully
counted in a purse like licorice
r v
buttons, bottle caps,
or groszy in Ulanov, mud
in the streets where you can't
see it, up to your ankles
as you find your way to the river,
lose and find it again.
Poland, whatever they call it
when the borders change,
a river of mud where
nobody fishes, Poland
around you like a swamp.
His brother reads Schiller
by the small lamp
at the toll bridge, all
the unholy books you never
should open. His secret
longing to be keeper
of the bridge like Max,
to read the books in German
stopping the wagons
to collect the tolls.
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Books and money. Money and never mind
the books. You might say water
under the bridge or mud,
or how do you feed a wife
and child. Telling us money
got him to the next town,
money bought him a coat
that wasn't his brother's, money
peddling eggs from door to door
so he could buy the ticket
to America where there was more
of it in bunk beds
than anyone dreamed. Everything
smelled of varnish even
in spring. He cut the cost
and piled them one on top
of the other like blocks or bricks
or candy bars, like pieces
of dough you play with
till the stuff gets spongy,
doubles in size. You
punch it down and watch it
rise, cinnamon buns,
the Dow-Jones, what do you
think? It grows on trees?
3
There in the photograph his smile
suggests what passes for happiness,
the slight blur of his arm
feeling the weight of the biggest
salmon he ever caught.
When he had trouble sleeping
he told me he thought of salmon
on his line, reeling
the big ones in, their scales
in the sun like silver coins.
I hold his hand until
the soft skin tightens with a
jerk and I let go. His head
strains upward and his lips
as if the air is somewhere
beyond his reach, as if
he sucks a pineapple soda
while the small bits of fruit
get stuck in the straw. It is his
death he sucks on and it comes
in quick gasps thicker than
syrup at the bottom of the glass.
His mouth gives up then, open
and round like a young trout, size




The deep voice was heard in the deeper night.
Then the tanks went by. Then day broke.
Then the voice was heard again, shorter, farther in.
The wall was white. The bread red. The ladder
rested almost vertical against the antique lamppost. The old
woman
collected the black stones one by one in a paper bag.
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SLOWLY
We measured the place; we threw the dead into the lime;
afterwards we boarded the boat under the slimmest of
moons;
the fourth carried the iron box on his knees
huddled in on himself as though taking warmth
from a secret fire of his own. The smoke
stayed low over the water, it didn't rise.
18
RED-HANDED
Throw the spotlight right on his face;
hidden like this in the night, let's see him, make him glow
he has beautiful teeth — and he knows it; he smiles
with the small moon up on the bombed-out hill,
with the children of the woodcutters down by the river.
THE SAME THORN
The night stood opposite us just like the facade
of a two-story orphanage with closed windows.
The next day, a woman, under the trees,
took a thorn out of the sole of her foot —
that same thorn which we step on every night.
20
AUTUMN EXPRESSION
The great dampness has set in. The vacationers have left.
The hotel sign faded now, yellow
with the name in blue, hung under two clouds.
The cleaning woman would go by there slowly in the
mornings
on her way to the rooms of the newly married, with their
long curtains
and their slippers still warm under the beds.
21
MARKING
Sometimes in the whole forest there is only one tree
all of whose leaves stir, without any breeze at all. And right
away
it turns marble-still again like an unlit chandelier
in the night's center, quickening
the breathing of shepherds, horses, stars.
translated from the Greek by Edmund Keeley
11
Linda Pastan
MCGUFFEY'S FIRST ECLECTIC READER
The sun is up
the sun is always up.
The silent "e"
keeps watch;
and 26 strong stones
can build a wall of syllables
for Nell and Ned
and Ann:
Rah was such a good dog,
mother. We left him
under the big tree
by the brook
to take care of the dolls
and the basket.
But Rab has run away.
The basket's gone back to reeds
through which the night wind
blows; and mother was erased;
the dolls are painted harlots
in the Doll's Museum.




has left the nest.
I hand my daughter
this dusty book.
Framed in her window
the sky darkens to slate:
23
a lexicon of wandering stars.
Listen, child — the barking
in the distance






None of the stars
are stopping for repairs.
In this light like ice,
your whip uncurls,
flicks a rat-tail track
above a horse's nodding head.
You're on the northern path,
and always heading north . . .
For on this spur of the moment,
you are the virtuoso at midnight,
riding the nightmare
back to its shed.
What is it that twists your tongue,
yet has a ringside seat in you? Cries
as the milky sky is spilling,
while placing bets
on what fox or crow
will make a meal of you?
Oh as the guessing game
goes on in the dark,
your bones house a growing cold.
No winners. No losers.
The sleeper takes all. Dawn's




Man alone has been privileged to clothe
himself, and to do all things so as to
make him, as it were, a secondary
character of himself, and of his own





While working, mine's to sing:
for the trash and foam and fuzz!
Chaff! And for gauze and sequins
from a girl's first ballet dress.
In all this dust, for yet another marionette's
wig come undone. Or for popcorn, spit,
and Mayfly wings. For a stogie butt
mixed in with peanut shells. . .
God bless the ballpark
going dark.
2
Then let the wind whistle, and whistle low,





The funeral flowers. The rinds. The peels.
But there, what rungless ladder, threadlike
reaching back?
And all of destiny. . .
black nova of a spider's nest?
3
Marooned in a summer's sun,
the hope chest you opened
lies where you left it.
Flocks of birds fly over.
In every beak, hayseeds or treasure.
Perfect time. The straw and one lit
match enough. Now all floats free,
pell-mell, into an oven dusk.
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Larry Levis
SOME NOTES ON THE GAZER WITHIN
I.
When I began thinking about this a few months ago, I
decided that what I would not talk about was craft. As Mark
Strand states in a recent article in Antaeus : . . these days
with the proliferation of workshops, craft is what is being
taught/' Well, talking is teaching: when Sandra McPherson or
Donald Justice or Robert Hass writes about craft, such talk
fascinates me, and craft becomes, rightly, that most private of
dialogues between the poet and his language. But Strand is
right, too. Often my workshop at Missouri (especially the
graduate workshop) is involved with prescribing remedies for
poems — remedies which have to do with the necessary,
technical, and not at all visionary work of repairing one line,
or weighing, as if in the palm of a hand, a caesura. Of course, I
talk most about poems that are most finished. Then the
multitude of formal decisions that are made are worth troubling
over, worth talking about. But I am, then, talking about tech-
nique: when a poem is very poor, silence falls quickly, and
there is little to say about that poem. There may be a
great deal to say, however, about poetry itself, about the
imagination, about vision. And I risk foolishness by talking
about such subjects. I know, really, that if I don't talk about
it, someone else will. And I may not agree with what he or she
has to say. So I must either talk about the imagination, or be
silent.
Of course, there is that as an alternate, and even absolute,
stance; there is silence. Why say anything about the imagina-
tion at all? And if it is possible, after enough experience, for a
poet to make generally correct formal decisions in the moment of
writing a poem, why talk about poetics, about craft or tech-
nique? After all, the influence of a theorist like Pound has
been deeply assimilated. Now, when most poets write, they do
not have to admonish themselves: "Don't be viewy." They
already know that they won't be, and for this they can thank
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Pound for having entered, inextricably, into their own poetry and
into their very culture. Besides, couldn't there be something
damaging to the poet, and something even unlucky, in trying
to understand the principles of what must be, at some moments,
a mysterious and sullen art? A poet as gifted as Margaret
Atwood thinks so, or thought so in Field #4: "I don't want to know
how I write poetry. Poetry is dangerous: talking too much
about it, like naming your gods, brings bad luck . . . you may
improve your so-called technique, but only at the expense of
your so-called soul." As a notion about poetry and about the
psyche, this states powerfully enough the fear that the soul can
be lost simply by talking too much about poetry. I could
expect, then, that Keats and Eliot and Garcia Lorca were
damaged by writing about such ideas as "negative capability"
and the "objective correlative" and "duende." And this is a
possibility. But unless I am very superstitious about the early
deaths of Keats and Garcia Lorca, 1 could just as well believe
that such ideas, in prose, helped the poets concerned, and helped
their poetries, even when they broke the rules they made. It
occurs to me also that one of the ways in which Pound entered
our culture was by the public stridencies of his own criticism,
his prose. That is, our century and our poetry didn't simply
happen. Pound happened to us.
What interests me here is a deeper poetics, one that tries to
grasp what happens at the moment of writing itself — not a
discussion that indulges in prolonging what Marvin Bell has
called the pointless "dualisms" of form vs. content; nor a poetics
that praises one kind of poem as organic while denouncing
another as artificial. Ultimately, the trouble with such class-
room determinations is that they do reduce poetry to tech-
nique, to something stripped of vision, something which gives
the illusion of being soluble through either/or choices; they make
poetry harmless. And in doing so, they lie. We all know that
poetry had better come, if not "as naturally as Leaves to the
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Tree/' then at least with something more alive and luminous
than a servile, cynic's technique. We know that a poem made
to order from theory is slave labor, just as we also know that a
poem, any poem, is artificial in one huge respect— if only because,
as Eliot's character so famously complained: "I gotta use words
when I talk to you."
II.
But if this circumstance is true, where do poems come from?
It seems to me that any poetry, any realized "making," comes
almost directly from some kind of actual center, some location of
energy. This morning, reading at random in Pavannes & Divaga-
tions, I found this in "Madox Ford at Rapallo," an interview:
Pound: What authors should a young Italian writer
read if he wants to write novels?
Ford: (Spitting vigorously) Better to think about
finding himself a subject.
Ford's exasperated (or mock exasperated) reply is simple and
direct enough. But I would go further and stress, beyond the
unwitting Ford, this: to find a subject is also, simultaneously and
reflexively, the act and art by which anyone finds himself, or
herself. A poet finds what he or she is by touching what is out
there, finding the real. Yet the mistake I see made so often by
beginning poets is that they want"to look into [their] hearts, and
write!" But at nineteen a poet usually doesn't have much
experience to depend on. When such poets write "from the
heart" they often doom themselves to trite poems, to greeting
cards full of cliches, or to poems that are truly and entirely
subjective; i.e., entirely incomprehensible. The best beginning
poets I know are also the most literary: what they demonstrate is
a love for poetry rather than a love for themselves. Let me
exaggerate and be at once overly literal and the mind's peasant
for a moment: to look into my heart is to look into a muscle. To
really look inquiringly inward as Sidney advises or as the most
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well-intentioned guru advises is to encounter, at least on some
very honest days, my own space; it is to discover how empty I am,
how much an onlooker and a gazer I have to be in order to write
poems. And, if I am lucky, it is to find out how I can be filled
enough by what is not me to use it, to have a subject, and,
consequently, to find myself as a poet. I like to oversimplify
Husserl by saying: Consciousness is always consciousness of something. I
am no phenomenologist, and I know that such a "something" is
different from the simple materiality of the world that I mean.
But here I have misunderstood Husserl just enough for him to
be meaningful, meaningful to me. His remark becomes, in its
way, as possible for me as George Oppen's lines: "Two./ He finds
himself by two." And of course "he" does, or I do; and how else
could it, and "I," have taken place at all: for example, that miracle
of dawn or twilight along the road and me there, looking out of
my skull, a witness to it? And this must occur many times, with
regularity, or else the world would be nonsense, a mute noise.
III. Landscapes
What is "out there" is a world, a landscape. I don't know
what could be more unfashionable just now than the whole
"idea" of landscape, but at times, for me, the world is a landscape,
and I think of my own poems as if they were landscapes, or as if I
could refer to them by virtue of their places. A recent poem, for
example, is spoken by a ghost on the banks of the Missouri River;
another has as its focus a cemetery in Granada, in Spain; still
another poem remembers an orchard and then remembers
consequently a small, decaying, California seaside resort with its
stucco motel, once a coral red, fading to an almost thoughtful
shade of pink. A poem I worked on last night is introduced by a
few moths outside an asylum in a small town in Missouri, and
earlier I was thinking of a line about a steel mill in Syracuse, New
York, a place in which I once worked, and which was, I suppose,
ugly and dangerous; its appalling, final meaning must be that
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republic of iron filings in the lungs of the men who have to work
there. I did not, of course, praise the place in my poems. But it
was human, a human landscape. I confess that the gazer inside
me had a grave affection for the fire glaring in those furnaces
from evening until midnight.
In fact, the landscapes I choose for my poems, often, have
nothing to do with the landscape that surrounds me: when I look
out my window I see my neighborhood, and I know that beyond it
is a small, midwestern university town. I find that I have very
little desire to write anything about it, though its intimacy
occurs, surely and obliquely, in my recent poems. But I wonder
if my own neighborhood, some tract housing with lawns and
trees, makes me uncomfortable as a poet. Do I merely choose
asylums, steel mills and cemeteries in Garcia Lorca's birthplace
out of personal morbid fascination and depravity? Maybe
. . . but such an aesthetics would be at once sentimen-
tal and cynical, and my poems are still not much like Baretta. It
could be that I choose painful subjects because such sterility,
human sterility and loneliness, is part of so many modern
landscapes. By this I mean the shopping mall, the suburbs, the
business loops, the freeways and boutiques with cute names.
They are all part of a modern reality that I would prefer to
forget, or ignore. To most people I suppose such landscapes are
slight, and unmenacing. To me they are the death of landscapes,
and the eye's starvation. Therefore, the asylum, the steel mill,
the cemetery, the ghost on the riverbank, the dying resort beside
the unfading Pacific are locations, for me, of a human fertility
within time.
But if any poet has tried, recently, to confront almost
exclusively these most sterile landscapes, it is Louis Simpson in
his two most recent volumes; his Searching for the Ox comes closest,
I suppose, to that place where most of American living gets done,
the suburb. And yet, the domestic crises detailed so beautifully,
and documented with real grace in such poems as "The Steven-
son Poster" and "The Foggy Lane" are poems of wealthy suburbs,
and such wealth may be as necessary to Simpson's purposes as it
is to John Cheever's. Yet even amidst such a setting, Simpson
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needs, if not Chekhov, at least the ghost of Chekhov's irony, and
Chekhov's distance from his setting. All this affords Simpson's
poetry its romance, and such a romance is just what the suburb
needs; it needs to be soiled by the human. This is, by the way, an
explanation and an admiration of Simpson, not a criticism. Who
doesn't need Chekhov by now, and need him badly? To confront
this reality without a context, without the possibility of a
romance, is, as Stevens phrases it, "to confront fact in its total
bleakness." This is so, essentially, because a wilderness of tract
homes is a world without imagination, and a world without
imagination is a lie. Such a world tries to assure its inhabitants
that there is no death, no passion, no vision. This is, I think,
what prompted Zbigniew Herbert to say, jokingly one day as we
were driving through South Pasadena and talking about archi-
tecture, that the only "solution" to Los Angeles was to burn it.
There is an early, and brilliant, and even vicious poem by
William Stafford which is eloquent about this world without
imagination. After telling his readers, "We moved into a hous-
ing tract," Stafford, with all the proper rancor and customary
modesty, closes his poem in an address to Bing Crosby, whose
ranch he visits, accidentally, it seems, on his way west: "Every
dodging animal carries my hope in Nevada./ It has been a long
day, Bing./ Wherever I go is your ranch." Who would have
expected Stafford to strike such a Marcusian chord, and to sound
it so clearly?
In his essay "The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words"
Wallace Stevens states that his phrase "the pressure of reality"
means ". . . the pressure of an external event or events on the
consciousness to the exclusion of any power of contemplation."
And though Stevens goes on to state that this is what the poet
evades and escapes through the balance of his imagination,
which takes in reality, Stafford's poem remains firmly affixed by
the pressure Stevens has described. Somehow, in its design,
Bing's ranch is outside history, outside time; there are no deaths
in the barracks of the suburbs, only disappearances. Outside
time, the pressure of reality continues undiminished.
Such pressures and such landscapes have proliferated and
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become obstinate in recent years. Sometimes I believe that the
one vast and wedded consciousness that was required to win
World War II, built, almost simultaneously, the tract home, the
atomic bomb, and the Dixie Cup. I am not, of course, saying
much here that is genuine sociological news. But my interest is
personal: I don't believe I can bear witness to such landscapes for
long without feeling merely exhausted, drained, and spiritually
beaten. In these places 1 must do all the looking, all the gazing.
Because no one has ever died into such landscapes, it may be that
no one can live in them, either; I don't know. I do know that as I
watch my eyes pay enormous taxes while the gazer inside me dies
for a few moments.
This death has something to do with time. Tract housing,
most suburbs, malls and shopping centers on the perimeter of
any city or town seem to wish, in their designs, to be beyond
time, outside time. To stare for three hours at a K Mart is to feel
myself rapidly aging, not K Mart. And this is not an experience
of my own mortality, either. It is only a way of feeling how that
mortality can be insulted. And though I am not about to try to
stare down any buildings, I do think of those who must work
there, and of the alienation, even from themselves, that labor-
ing in such places will make them feel.
Yet the authentic experience of any worthwhile landscape
must be an experience of my own humanity. When I pass fields
or pass the deserted streets of a small town in the midwest at
supper time, or pass avenues of closed warehouses I am not
alone, I think. Someone or something has lived here; some
delicate linkage is preserved between past and present. I am
filled by, looked at by, the landscape itself; the experience is not that
of a mirror's, but a true exchange, until even something as
negligible as some newspapers lifting in the wind on a street, at
night and before a rain, are somehow soiled by an ineradicable




And yet Williams is right: anything is a proper subject for a
poem. To deny this is to deny a central tendency in American
poetry today. But this is not what I am doing, of course. The
essential problem is always the poet's, not the theory's. I agree
with James Wright that Williams was able to do what he did do
because of the truculence of his vision, because of his character.
Williams could use anything in the world as a subject precisely
because the poet's imagination had contended so arduously with
the pressures of reality ( The Desert Music reaches the same
conclusion as Stevens reaches regarding this) that Williams
began to break down and demolish the bedrock of dualisms that
had kept Williams himself and the world the world. Conse-
quently, the usable world, the broken bits of a green bottle lying
between the walls of a hospital on cinders, held under the
magnification of the poet's lyric, became an impersonal lyric, a
lyric which the poet had evacuated. The poem was Williams', of
course; that is, he wrote it. But really, insofar as it was a
moment, merely, of perception, it was everyone's moment. And
that is its problem, its availability. One student, writing about
the poem on an examination, said it proved that one could find
beauty anywhere. Does it do that, and if so, should it? I believe,
as Susan Sontag states, that good modern art looks back with a
stare; it doesn't tell me what to feel or provide me with easy clues.
But can a poem really stare back? Can words be things? Can
they not mean? To what extent is my student's interpretation
verifiable? Doesn't Williams tell us that the cinders are a place
"where nothing will grow?" Is this poem both impersonal and
corny? There is a way in which it may have taken all the lovely,
later work of Williams, and the work of many of the best poets of
our time, to recuperate the poet. This has been, I believe, one of
the tasks of contemporary poetry - to recover the poet and the
idea of the poet for our time. Such has been the constant
example provided by such poets as James Wright, Anne Sexton,
Philip Levine, Adrienne Rich, John Ashbery, Sylvia Plath, Mark
Strand, and Margaret Atwood, — to name only a very few who
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occur to me at the moment — poets who created the role and
reality of the poet during the 1960s and 1970s. Yet it would be
false to assume that this poetry has been concentrated wholly
upon the Self, or exclusively upon the Self. In many ways it may
have sought only to rescue poetry from some extremes, some
abysses, of modernist impersonality. There may be a way in
which the more contemporary poet has been engaged upon a
recovery of an idea of a poet — so that his or her choice of subject
reveals him or her as poet.
And certainly the pressure of reality exists externally for
newer artists just as terribly as it did for earlier ones — or almost
as terribly. I think against myself now and then, and think now
of T.S. Eliot watching for German aircraft from the roof of Faber
& Faber during the bombing of London, or of Pablo Neruda, who
wrote of such pressures and of the power they had of embarrass-
ing any motive for metaphor, or simile: “The blood of the
children/ flowed out onto the street / like . . . like the blood of
children." Neruda in mid-stride suddenly realizes that to make
poetry out of this circumstance is to endanger his own humanity,
but he is too honest, and too terrible, to back down. As Stevens
also noted, in his Adagia : “As the world grows more terrible, its
poetry grows more terrible."
And yet the poets who have written of such a “terrible"
world have done so, it seems to me, out of a memory of it, or at
least at some distance from it. Or they have invented a subject
through which such a world can be documented felt, and re-
experienced. Or they have introduced a new method or style
into their poetry; a Japanese friend informs me that after Hiro-
shima haiku and tanka forms fell into disuse, and Surrealism
became the ruling aesthetic. Do such devices, such methods,
bring the poet closer to the world or hold attention at a workable
distance, or both? And what does anyone write about in such a
world? That is, how do poets achieve that final invention,
themselves?
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V. Poetry and Animal Indifference
I'll only presume to answer, to attempt an answer, from my
own experience, and from my own reading of others' experien-
ces. My most frequent problem as a poet is to have no subject, to\
have "nothing at heart," an ailment that Stevens once defined as \
misery. The corollary to such misery is an extreme and moody
self-consciousness, which of course prevents me from finding
anything to write about. Once, after not writing anything
worth typing up for a few weeks, I complained to a friend, a
remarkable poet who is gifted with an unfailing intuition. His
advice was simple; he said to try writing "about yourself at an
earlier age, or an animal." I wondered, then, why he mentioned
an animal. Now I think I know why. Animals are objects of
contemplation, but they are also, unlike us, without speech,
without language, except in their own instinctual systems.
When animals occur in poems, then, I believe they are often
emblems for the muteness of the poet, for what he or she
cannot express, for what is deepest and sometimes most anti-
social in the poet's nature. The other thing that occurs
infallibly when the poet places the animal in the world, or in the
world of the poem, is the recovery of the landscape. It is no
longer a world without imagination, or the world of tract
housing beyond time. In animal poems the fox may live in the
yellowing wood behind the service station; the hawk may be
above the billboard. But if they are there, so is time there.
So many poets have written, recently, about animals, that I
don't feel now like making out a long and tedious list of them.
What interests me is what the choice of such muteness suggests
or openly testifies about, poetry, and about the role of the poet.
Seemingly, the poem sustains a paradox: the poet is speaker, of
course, and yet the poet, evading the pressure of reality by a
contemplation of the animal, also desires to express a mute
condition. The poet wants to speak of, or to, or through, what is
essentially so other that it cannot speak. The muteness or
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( silence of the animal equals that of the poet. Perhaps there is
some secret similarity between humans and animals, some desire
to close the gap between species. Keats remarks, in passing, on
this.
I go among the Fields and catch a glimpse of a Stoat
or a fieldmouse peeping out of the withered grass
— the creature hath a purpose and its eyes are bright
with it. I go amongst the buildings of a city and I see
a Man hurrying along — to what? the Creature hath
a purpose and his eyes are bright with it.
In his poem, “Horse in a Cage," Stanley Plumly notes how his
father approaches a horse: “my father, this stranger, wanted to
ride./ Perhaps he wanted only to talk." These instances, in
which the poets note animals and humans sharing characteris-
tics, are rare, however. And perhaps D.H. Lawrence's short
poem about the youth and the horse attains the apotheosis of
such contact -when the boy and the horse are “so silent they are
in another world." They are rare not because animals are not
often given human characteristics, but because in these examples
the role of the poet is extremely modest; the poet is never quite
there, never blocking the poem. It is what Keats might have
\called, on a charitable day, “disinterestedness."
In many poems, of course, the animal is not natural, because
in a poem the beast may be wholly imagined, and therefore
altered from the prison of nature, and paroled, briefly, by the
poem itself, and by the poet. And sometimes a poet chooses an
animal because the poet is mute, and also because, as in the poem
below, the poet is prophet.
THEY FEED THEY LION
Out of burlap sacks, out of bearing butter,
Out of black bean and wet slate bread.
Out of the acids of rage, the candor of tar.
Out of creosote, gasoline, drive shafts, wooden dollies,
They Lion grow.
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Out of the gray hills
Of industrial barns, out of rain, out of bus ride.
West Virginia to Kiss My Ass, out of buried aunties,
Mothers hardening like pounded stumps, out of stumps.
Out of the bones' need to sharpen and the muscles' to stretch,
They Lion grow.
Earth is eating trees, fence posts,
Gutter cars, earth is calling in her little ones,
"Come home. Come home!" From pig balls.
From the ferocity of pig driven to holiness.
From the furred ear and the full jowl come
The repose of the hung belly, from the purpose
They Lion grow.
From the sweet glues of the trotters
Come the sweet kinks of the fist, from the full flower
Of the hams the thorax of caves.
From "Bow Down" come "Rise Up,"
Come they Lion from the reeds of shovels.
The grained arm that pulls the hands,
They Lion grow.
From my five arms and all my hands.
From all my white sins forgiven, they feed.
From my car passing under the stars,
They Lion, from my children inherit.
From the oak turned to a wall, they Lion,
From they sack and they belly opened
And all that was hidden burning on the oil-stained earth
They feed they Lion and he comes.
Philip Levine's poem creates an entirely imagined beast, an
unreal lion from the too real landscape. Against this place, the
poet invents a voice which the Lion cannot, in its utter otherness,
even recognize. As an imaginative act, this cat derives what
power it has from the fact that it is unseen, and existant in an
apocalyptic future. But it is a future produced by the dialectic of
the present: the mute law of the Lion. The poet's tone is not
really rancorous; it is not even avenging. Such preciously ethical
positions have withered here into prophecy.
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And such prophecy (or what Ginsberg once called "spoken
lonesomeness") is Levine's American inheritance. In earlier
poems he confesses that his "page is blanker than the raining
skies/' and that since he no longer speaks, he "goes silent among
men." But such muteness was not the death of the poet at all, it
was only preparatory and purifying. It was only the necessary
immersion into voicelessness, the prophet's apprenticeship. So
the poet who is "silent in America," who has "nothing" to say,
becomes the most formidable architect of himself and his place
and his community, though it is a community of the lost. The
contemplation of such a Lion must have been, for this poet, an
inward, anxious, and prolonged gazing. And an outward wit-
nessing. To invent such a beast is to recover, simultaneously, its
landscape, to appropriate all memories of such places, to find
oneself.
L
Why do I admire this terrible Lion? Because, though it may
tare back with a blank look, it will not lie; it will not be
"reasonable." It is this lack of response, this honesty and taciturn
otherness that fascinates me. Whitman noted this, but contrast-
ed it almost satirically to human society, so that his leaf begin-
ning "I think I could turn and live with the animals" remains a
lyric complaint about human society, and only ostensibly about
animals. But poem animals, like the Lion above, are something
more contemporary, and something much different. They are
entities without any specifiably inherited significances:
Bull or world that doesn't,
that doesn't bellow. Silence.
This hour's so huge. A horn or a sumptuous sky;
black bull that endures the stroking, the silk, the hand.
Beyond all the cliches about the bull, there is the bull Vicente
Aleixandre includes here, an animal of possibilities which makes
the hour "huge" rather than banishes time. It exists before it
means, or can mean, anything. That fact , the mute bull, is the
subject of the poem. In some ways, that fact is the poem.
Ted Hughes suggests this even more clearly. For him,
poems "have their own life, like animals, by which I mean that
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they seem quite separate from any person, even from their
author, and nothing can be added to them or taken away without
maiming . . . killing them." Hughes is fascinated by the in-
difference of the animals he chooses, and by their power, which isj
like the poet's.
THRUSHES
Terrifying are the attent sleek thrushes on the lawn,
More coiled steel than living — a poised
Dark deadly eye, those delicate legs
Twiggered to stirrings beyond sense — with a start, a bounce,
a stab
Overtake the instant and drag out some writhing thing.
No indolent procrastinations and no yawning stares.
No sighs or head-scratchings. Nothing but bounce and stab
And a ravening second.
Is it their single-mind-sized skulls, or a trained
Body, or genius, or a nestful of brats
Gives their days this bullet and automatic
Purpose? Mozart's brain had it, and the shark's mouth
That hungers down the blood-smell even to a leak of its own
Side and devouring of itself: efficiency which
Strikes too streamlined for any doubt to pluck at it
Or obstruction deflect.
With a man it is otherwise. Heroisms on horseback.
Outstripping his desk-diary at a broad desk,
Carving at a tiny ivory ornament
For years: his act worships itself — while for him,
Though he bends to be blent in the prayer, how loud and
above what
Furious spaces of fire do the distracting devils
Orgy and hosannah, under what wilderness
Of black silent waters weep.
Hughes praises the "efficiency" and even the "genius" of the
birds' instincts and contrasts this, in the poem, to the doubtings
and "head-scratchings" of ordinary humans. And yet this
instinct is related to art and sometimes manifested in it: "Mo-
zart's brain had it." This may be the only poem in any language
in which Mozart shares something with the self-devouring
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shark, and in which neither composer nor shark is afflicted with
anything as naive as ethics. Both are totemic and equated,
really, with the inhuman, the other which Hughes envies, and in
whose presence Hughes is terrified. The only general solace
offered to "a man" in the poem is that "his act worships itself."
And the acts, carving, writing, or the contextually moral "hero-
isms on horseback," are only a dismaying mimicry of both
instinct and heaven's or hell's "Furious spaces of fire." The only
way in which Hughes can come close to the innocence, indiffer-
ence and terrible perfection of his bestiary is by a persona, by
disguising himself as an animal, and finding himself and his
landscape shamanistically.
/ Increasingly, it becomes evident to me that poets are not
fascinated by what is, in animals, like humans. And certainly no
modern poet would be found sentimentally detailing such pheno-
mena. No. Poets thirst after what is pure and other and
inhuman in the animal, in the poem animal, anyway. D.H.
Lawrence's snake, for example, retreating from its drink of water
at Lawrence's trough is "thankless." The eyes of Elizabeth
Bishop's fish in her famous poem "shifted a little, but not/ to
return my stare " And Cesare Pavese, in"Atavism," writes of an
inertly self-conscious adolescent who gazes after a horse trotting
by and admires, of all things, its nakedness: "It seemed forever—
/
the horse moving naked and shameless in the sun / right down
he middle of the street." These animals are thankless, or
hameless, or unaware, and they are praised for that. But this is
very different from the ultimately ironic envy of Keats: "O for a
life of Sensations over Thoughts!" Rather, in each example, the
pjoet makes enviable that animal which is not him or not her.
The animal stands for, if anything, its poem. Of course these
/are poems about animals as well, but somehow each animal is
translated into-something neither adequately a symbol, nor, any
longer, an undisturbed animal. Each beast, in fact, seems a
criticism of what Hughes called the "general lifelessness" which
Surrounds all poems.
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It is no wonder that such animals are often a source of fear;
they may be too "alive." Robert Lowell's skunks, at the close of
his famous poem, seem to represent a pure and disinterested
instinct, which is incapable, unlike Lowell, of fear. And the bees
in many of Sylvia Plath's poems are animals that inhabit an
impermeable, somehow distant world. Otherness is what Plath
avidly pursued, and she could, in some of her later moments of
writing, feel that she could pick up her genius as if it were an
instrument of some kind — as if it, too, were other, and in a late
poem she could call words "indefatigable hooftaps."
But what happens if a poet should attain a kind of oneness
with his animal, become it, however briefly, in a poem? This is
what goes on in Galway Kinnell's poem, "The Bear." Strangely, !
the poet at the end of this poem is impoverished by his own
revelation: "what, anyway,/ was that sticky infusion, that rank
odor of blood, that poetry, by which I lived?" As the poet Marcia
Southwick has noted, if the animal means poetry, then by killing
it the poet has effectually ended his poem, or the life of his poem.
And she is right: it is all past tense; the poet's ability coincides
and evaporates with his vision because he invades the animal. /
The experience, repetitive and regressive, which Kinnell dreams
inside the bear offers the poet a spiritual access which is/
both liberating and appalling. What the poet learns is that the
body of the bear is the body of the poem, of "poetry." Every-
thing is made of words after all, and asleep, beyond anyone's will,
words dream, as Gaston Bachelard says they do, just as intensely
as the hunter in this fabulous poem. By restoring and broaden-
ing the senses this poetry does accomplish one thing — it ignores ;
and bypasses, like the praised and envied animals of Hughes, I
what Kinnell would call the "closed ego of modern man." The I
poet in "The Bear" is really hunting a larger, buried self, a mute
self. Therefore, when the poet and hunter journeys this out-
rageously, when he pursues the poem, the animal, this ruthless-
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'ly, it is as if the "unconscious" — accustomed to being lured out
quietly and obliquely in poems, or present as personae, is sudden-
ly and simply there: body alone inside a bear's body, both
gestative and dead.
VI. The Moment of Writing
But can a poet take on, if not the body of his or her animal,
then at least its spirit? Can a poet imitate in mind the grace of an
animal's body? James Dickey desires this:
It seems to me that most animals have this superb
economy of motion. The instinctual notion of how
much energy to expend, the ability to do a thing
thoughtlessly and do it right, is a quality I esteem
enormously. I want to get a feeling of instinctualness
into my poetry. How to do this linguistically is a
difficult thing. That it can or should be done might be
an illusion. But it fascinates me to try.
4
A "feeling of instinctualness'' must be close to the kind of thing
Hughes admires. And I remember Philip Levine once saying
that a poem began, for him, with an almost "visceral" sensation,
as if the poem, in its otherness, or what Levine called "the
animals I am not," originated at once in body and mind and
wanted to reject neither.
To acquire the "instinctual" in the qualified sense of its
usefulness above is also, I believe, to perform at least one ancient
and liberating act: it is to go beyond whatever shallowness
inheres in the daily ego, to concentrate upon something wholly
other, and to contemplate it — the Muse taking the shape,
momentarily, of deer, mole, spider, whale, or fish. As the poet
attends to these shapes, he or she goes, as Gary Snyder says,
"beyond society." For some time now I have been puzzled by
another notion of Snyder's in Earth House Hold : "Outwardly, the
equivalent of the unconscious is wilderness: both these terms
meet, one step further on, as one." I suppose, therefore, that the
real wilderness is, like the unconscious, what is unknown; and it
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is also, increasingly, what is meant by the term "nature/' Tradi-
tionally "wilderness" has had connotations of the unlimited, the
unmastered, an inexhaustible source — and even now it remains
the favored preserve of what, in nature, may be wholly other. So x
a poet, no matter what his or her subject may be, and no matter
what the landscape, goes "beyond society." And so this is what
happens at the moment of writing: the wave takes the shape of
the fire. What is "out there" moves inside. The poet becomes /
threshold.
VII. Gazing Within
To write poems that come back out again, into society, to
write poems that matter to me, I must become, paradoxically at
the moment of writing, as other as a poet as any animal is in a
poem. Then true craft, which is largely the ear's training, can
occur. Before this, my ear can hear nothing — or it plays back
whatever rag of a tune it caught that day since its true desire and
purpose is to thwart the world and hear nonsense, which it will
do in the end. Unless this absorption into the other occurs, I am
condemned to be immured within the daily ego, the ego that lives
in the suburbs.
This was my problem when I began a long poem, "Linnets,"
in 1973. Basically, I had nothing to say — so I had to find a way to
say that with finality, with a stare, with style. At least, this is
what I thought, anyway. So I chose the least likely incident
possible for a poem: my brother shooting a small bird with a
shotgun in his adolescence, in my childhood. I thought that by
choosing such a subject I would learn how to write about nothing
at all, which seemed to be my lot. But then, as I mentioned
earlier, I become exceedingly self-conscious when I am not
writing. It is this that prevented me from seeing what I could
write about, what subjects there really were, and how I could be
moved by them, feel them. The more I thought about the absurd
subject of my poem, the more possibilities it began to offer. To
begin with, there was the bird itself, and the story. The more I
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/thought about it, the more I forgot myself, the more I became
immersed in the other. Luckily, I had problems right away,
problems of form. I had to tell a story and establish it as a frame
and do this quickly: it all took some thinking which may have
saved me, suddenly, from myself. (Coleridge, in a journal entry
on the boat to Malta notes some sailors teasing a bird on deck, a
pelican, and scolds them in his handwriting. Then he remarks
that it's not their fault: it's lack of thought that leads to lack of
feeling. Not the other way around.) After deliberating, I fash-
ioned the story into prose, where it belonged as a narrative, and
cast it as a parable of sorts, or fable. But a fable with no values.
Any ready-made significance would have made my poem pre-
tentious, and silly. I quote below the second section of the poem,
the fable of some kind of wild justice done to my brother.
But in the high court of linnets he does not get off so
easily. He is judged and sentenced to pull me on a rough
cart through town. He is further punished since each
feather of the dead bird falls around me, not him, and
each falls as a separate linnet, and each feather lost from
one of these becomes a linnet. While he is condemned
to feel nothing ever settle on his shoulders, which are
hunched over and still, linnets gather around me. In
their singing, they cleanse my ears of all language but
that of linnets. My gaze takes on the terrible gaze of
song birds. And I find that I too am condemned, and
must stitch together, out of glue, loose feathers, drop-
pings, weeds and garbage I find along the street, the
original linnet, or, if I fail, be condemned to be pulled in
a cart by my brother forever. We are tired of each
other, tired of being brothers like this. The backside of
his head, close cropped, is what I notice when I look up
from work. To fashion the eyes, the gaze, the tongue
and trance of a linnet is impossible. The eyelids are
impossibly delicate and thin. I am dragged through the
striped zoo of the town. One day I throw down the first
stillborn linnet, then another, then more. Then one of
them begins singing.
(One major lesson I had to learn was to become empty and
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dumb and trusting enough to write every day. For this I needed,
at times, blind patience, not theories about art. I worked more or
less steadily on the poem from March of 1973 to June of that
year. I was, throughout, relatively untroubled about what the
poem might mean to anyone, or what it should mean. One thing
led to another, bird to bestiary:
4.
Whales dry up on beaches by themselves.
The large bones in their heads, their silence,
is a way of turning inward.
Elephants die in exile.
Their tusks begin curling, begin growing
into their skulls.
My father once stopped a stray dog
with a 12 gauge, a blast in the spine.
But you see them on the roads, trotting through rain.
Cattle are slaughtered routinely.
But pigs are intelligent and vicious to the end.
Their squeals burn circles.
Mice are running over the freezing snow.
Wolverines will destroy kitchens for pleasure.
Wolverines are so terrible you must give in.
The waist of a weasel is also lovely. It slips away.
The skies under the turtle's shell are birdless.
Certainly, the poem meant nothing very clear to me: it only
satisfied me, and in many ways I stopped caring about what it
meant at all. I only tried, as Forster said, to "connect. Only
connect." It felt better to connect than to know anything in
advance, and besides, what did I care if it made sense? The only
friend I showed the poem to in rough stages, David St. John, was
too kind to do much but praise it. What I wanted was to write it;
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to feel myself become suddenly steeper and more daring every
day I worked on it. I say “steeper" because that was how I felt or
how it felt. I confess I don't remember much of those moments
of writing the poem — which is to say I don't remember much of
those months, or the days of those months. I remember my
desk, how the light would fall on it, the colors in the room. It
seemed to me that I could feel the almost palpable solitudes inside
the grain of wood in the desk, or inside the ink in the fountain
pen. Aside from that I was anyone forgetting himself inside a
task: the only other thing I tried to do in the poem concerned
craft. I tried to break a rule in each section — do something I'd
never done before. And that was enormously pleasant. I'd
begun to love going to this poem each day, as a child loves going
to a secret place, inhabited by a secret love, speaking to that
intimate No One. And after all, isn't the hermitage of the poem
like that place? The words appear: the wave takes the shape of
the fire: the trees turn green again for some reason. When I
remember writing "Linnets" I see myself staring out at those
trees, late at night, when they are illumined by streetlamps. I
watch myself bend to the poem again. I am at peace.
10. At the High Meadow
In March the arthritic horses
stand in the same place
all day.
A piebald mare flicks her ears back.
Ants have already taken over
the eyes of the house finch
on the sill.
So you think someone
is coming,
someone already passing the burned mill,
someone with news of a city
built on snow.
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But over the bare table
in the morning
a glass of water goes blind
from staring upward.
For you
it's not so easy.
You begin the long witnessing:
Table. Glass of water. Lone crow
circling.
You witness the rain for weeks
and there are only the two of you.
You divide yourself in two and witness yourself,
and it makes no difference.
You think of God dying of anthrax
in a little shed, of a matinee
in which three people sit
with their hands folded and a fourth
coughs. You come down the mountain.
—
I
Gazing within, and trying to assess what all this represents, I
find I've been speaking, all along, about nature, about the attempt
j
of the imagination to inhabit nature and by that act preserve
itself for as long as it possibly can against “the pressure of
reality." And by "nature" I mean any wilderness, inner or outer.
The moment of writing is not an escape, however; it is only an
insistence, through the imagination, upon human ecstasy, and a
reminder that such ecstasy remains as much a birthright in this
world as misery remains a condition of it.
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Nancy Willard
QUESTIONS MY SON ASKED ME,
ANSWERS I NEVER GAVE HIM
1. Do gorillas have birthdays?
Yes'. Like the rainbow they happen
,
like the air they are not observed.
2 . Do butterflies make a noise?
The wire in the butterfly's tongue
hums gold.
Some men hear butterflies
even in winter.
3. Are they part of our family?
They forgot us, who forgot how to fly.
4. Who tied my navel? Did God tie it?
God made the thread: O man, live forever!
Man made the knot: enough is enough.
5 . If I drop my tooth in the telephone
will it go through the wires and bite someone's ear?
1 have seen earlobes pierced by a tooth of steel.
It loves what lasts.
It does not love flesh.
It leaves a ring of gold in the wound.
6 . If I stand on my head
will the sleep in my eye roll up into my head?
Does the dream know its own father?
Can bread go back to the field of its birth?
7. Can I eat a star?
Yes, with the mouth of time
that enjoys everything.
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8. Could we xerox the moon?
This is the first commandment:
I am the moon, thy moon.
Thou shalt have no other moons before thee.
9. Who invented water?
The hands of the air, that wanted to wash each other.
10.
What happens at the end of numbers?
I see three men running toward a field.
At the edge of the tall grass, they turn into light.
11.
Do the years ever run out?
God said, I will break time's heart.
Time ran down like an old phonograph.
It lay flat as a carpet.




Figure or figures unknown
Keep a store.
Keep it open
Nights and all day Sunday.
Half of what they sell.
Will kill you.
The other half —
Makes you go back for more.
Too cheap to turn on the lights.
Hard to tell what it is
They've got on the counter.
What it is you're paying for.
All the rigors.
All the solemnities
Of a brass scale imperceptibly quivering
In the early winter dusk.
One of its pans
For their innards.




On the first pages of my dreambook
It's always evening
In an occupied country.
Hour before the curfew.
A small provincial city.
The houses all dark.
The store-fronts gutted.
I am on a street-corner
Where I shouldn't be.
Alone and coatless
I have gone out to look
For a black dog who answers to my whistle.
I have a kind of halloween mask
Which I am afraid to put on.
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Billy Collins
THE BOOKS OF BOYHOOD
Frank and Joe Hardy step out of their
time machine onto the familiar lawn.
That was fun meeting Caesar Augustus
and learning about Roman history first-hand,
but how are we going to explain these togas
to Dad?
I know! Well say they're costumes for
a school play. Now help me cover the machine
with this tarpaulin, then well go write
our papers on the fall of the empire.
They always came up with the perfect
solution, the way out of any pickle.
So why am I so paralyzed and unnerved
to find myself trapped in this violent carwash,
the huge brushes tearing at the windows,
screaming jets of water pounding the roof,
the attendant enjoying a cigarette somewhere?
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ALL EARS
either my receiver is on the blink
or you are not coming across well
you are not coming across well
I decide, after fiddling with the volume.
it is like listening
to a radio broadcast
of a staring contest with a duck.
after a long silence
the duck says
are we on the air?
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THE SPHERE
I listen in a small rectangular
room to the story of the bottom line
as told by a tax accountant
yet I know that below the bottom line
are more lines and even further down
are the dreaded bottomless lines
drawn by children with
enormous rulers
and everywhere are the zig-zag lines
followed by thunder and the Greek lines
that never meet let alone drink together
and the squiggly lines of mad crayons
and the dew line which evaporates
as I cross it and the line I wait on
behind other slender lines in top hats
and the faint Mason Dixon and Maginot
and the lines around my eyes,
the price of laughing at the calendar.
So I tell the tax accountant
that his bottom line doesn't make it
to first base, which you must admit is
most cleanly transected by a white line
moving out toward infinity, one arm




STANZAS: OLD AGE AND THE CONVENTIONS OF
RETIREMENT HAVE DRIVEN MY FRIENDS
FROM THE WORK THEY LOVE
1
When she was young she wanted
to sing in a bank
a song about money
the lyrics of gold
was her song
she dressed for it
2
She did good. She stood up like a
planted flower among yellow weeds
turning to please the sun
they were all shiny
it was known she was planted
3
No metaphor reinvents the job of the nurture of children
except to muddy or mock.
4
the job of hunting of shooting in hunting season of
standing alone in the woods of being an Indian
5
The municipal center
the morning of anger
the centrifugal dream
her voice flung out on plates of rage
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then they were put in a paper sack
she was sent to the china closet
and never came back
6
Every day he went out, forsaking
wife and child
with his black bag he accompanied
the needle of pain as it
sewed our lives to death
7
One day at work he cried
I am in my full powers
suddenly he was blind
when slabs of time and aperture returned
dear friend we asked
what do you see




INTO THE NAMELESS PLACES
"Kiris) is undergoing Reality Orientation to help him/her re-
member who and where he/she is. Please include the following questions
in your conversation with him/her."
— notice on a nursing home wall
Your name is?
Not on the tip of my tongue, but slipping away
And only half-returning when I call it
To mind, to mind me like a child
As it used to when I recited it
More clearly and easily than any other answer.
It waits shyly, a little way off, uncertain
Whether it must come back to touch my lips
Or whether I'll follow it slowly in good time
Into the nameless places it longs for.
The date is?
All of the hundred, all of the twelve,
All of the thirty, the seven, the twenty-four,
All of the sixty, all of the sixty.
The weather is?
On the other side of the window where it waits
Or wanders, either a blurred brightness
Or a blurred gray through which everything rises
That wants to rise, then gathers to rise
Again, out of reach, beyond me, without me.
Tomorrow is?
As it may be or as it was
Yesterday, and ever shall be in the beginning
Of sleep and the end of waking, both meeting
Like upper and lower eyelids, as silently
As eyelids rising and falling, lashes touching
In the calm storm of the darkness.
Your birthday is?
This morning again, and again the years
Repeating themselves as fervently as wishes.
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The many happy returns of wax and smoke
Like my breath passing away over the face
Of sweetness, layer by layer, crumbling, breathless.
You were born in the city of?
In the walled city of a hospital among nurses
And hands and sheets where all the furniture
Rolls slowly away over the bare floors.
And my sainted aunts surround me
With murmurous attention, all but one:
The dark lady-in-waiting whose needle
Sews up the doors and windows, gives this castle
The long rest of its life, its retiring beauty.
And no one asks me what the music means
Coming from the walls, the music ending
Only when the lights go dim. It sings
In place of my voice, keeping time and never
In need of any reminder to be over
In order to make room for the next beginning.
And no one asks if I wish to be
Anyone else or called anyone younger
Or where these rootless flowers have come from.
What gardens must still be growing somewhere
To pour such color against colorless pillows
Or why everyone is too far away
To kiss me, so lost beside me.
Even inside my arms, and no one
Asks out of politeness why I stare at nothing




A woman lets herself in a room that's been closed off
She pulls a trunk out from under the bed
Goes through her dead son's clothes in the dark
A boy is climbing the stairs in his underwear
with a flashlight
He stops in the doorway and turns it on his mother
The moths flutter over her shoulders Fly toward the light
quiet and white as cells
Night and all morning she sweeps
the moths in the corner
The straw coming out of the broom in handfuls
like the hair of an old woman
talking to herself in a closed off room
OBEDIENCE OF THE CORPSE
The midwife puts a rag in the dead woman's hand,
takes the hairpins out.
She smells apples,
wonders where she keeps them in the house.
Nothing is under the sink
but a broken sack of potatoes
growing eyes in the dark.
She hopes the mother's milk is good a while longer,
and the woman up the road is still nursing.
But she remembers the neighbor
and the dead woman never got along.
A limb breaks,
she knows it's not the wind.
Somebody needs to set out some poison.
She looks to see if the woman wrote down any names,
finds a white shirt to wrap the baby in.
It's beautiful she thinks




The horses out of their brains bored all
winter gnawing on stalls
Outside the snow several fetlocks deep
Pounding our noses
against the ice everywhere
you could say
we had our souls in backwards
we were dumb from trudging away from noon
we were lame like the bread that lies on the table
One child's dream sledding down a slagheap
every day going at it with the cold
So he deposits the moth in a matchbox
and flails with a flashlight
into the forest a mile or two fox-
like crosses a few gullies streams
stopping finally before a final ravine
where he slides open removes the moth
lays down the light on the perfect
theater of moss
as backdrop a few slim branches
and on that greenly illumined stage it dances
to an audience of darkness plus one
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He was absolved prematurely they forgot
what he might do from the point
of absolution to the next point what's it called
So he filled in he could do anything
He disregarded the live hearts
of live humans he did misconduct before
his mother and father he coveted
his neighbor's wife and speedboat
he propped open a baby's eyes with matches
He did it like a good thief
having already been absolved
The mattress always acts as a boat
He's aware of that that's why he hopes
to bob in the wakes there
He never takes a path nonchalantly solo
knowing that's of course where
beasts do their dreaming also
Joining nothing he joins the other peasants
waving pitchforks not getting
dung for our wheat we've had it
up to our haircuts thinking we're salved
until we're mistaken is obvious
Approximately dawn some people exercise Take X
He goes out to a dirt road
with a club and bashes small stones
like in a ballgame Sending
a shot deep into the east slows down dawn
The first peeps of light In India
they have a word for it it's a child's name
you can't make a close paraphrase
The very beginning light
when roof and bush and animal
become apart from air
As if hands undoing our clothes from the inside
we fumble around in a rowboat
One oar floats downriver What a day
On the opposite shore Mallarme's
feeding some swans How will we row
Which port our oars arriving
days ahead of us With you
voyaging you also voyaging
There's the lovely sword of moon
There's the cricket warming up his cello
There's the various positions in which we exult
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Once gone like gloss in a flashflood
Once an animal loving another of another species
Once one joyful crumb of the fully individual
Once a convict dreaming of mowing a hayfield
Once an avenue upon a bench sits one moment of present
Once under deep enough to ring the literal sleep-bells
Once the dead changing shirts in their small booths
Once farmers merely bored by drought
Once all the birds invented as toys
Once the heart-angles the trillion u-turns of blood
Once the flying noise
Slow tarantula slow blink by blink
the afternoon unspools a wind primping
the fir tree's common hair
A blue calf bleats in the far pasture
Reduced by bucholia
it always hauls him back
gaping like a lump of gold shocked
in the sludge-sifter's hand
One water mocassin rolls over a few times
A hill hunches somewhat
while memorizing the earth's sore fictions
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His mouth connecting lines the puzzle
from nape to the slope beneath
her ankles the dunes He takes
pleasure there and giving it it's simply the hearts
simply the lungs simply two
to swerve beneath the fell cleavers of day to day
Their nerves on overdrive together
two odd ones warbling around an oasis
alert to the blue thuds in the wrist
And that other pulse the pulse of top lip
to bottom lip and bottom lip to top
Loving the incunabula the beginnings
like one obsessed by desert
loving its freeze at night
because it reminds him more of water
than the heat of afternoon Lined
up and loaded like something on wheels
small wafers of anger off his bureau
spinning A window is open
On the table there is sky
And behind the curtain one marvellous belly
or else the wind is bringing the usual
Laura Jensen
AT THE END OF THE WORKBOOK
Black hat with a rose lining, a chorus
of thread, silk buds like fists never opened,
spools every color of yellow and red
what are we asking —
a fold in the belly, to straighten and walk
into the pearl sky, tall things all
surrounding, making sounds, a thunder-clap
noncommital in the wings, ammunition
drumming in the ears from flight,
continual passing —
in this great speed we reach the hidden
things of some eccentric. Here in the clouds
only a winter where the sun surrounds
the leaves like a nimbus where they burn
of themselves like one bustling servant
getting in the wash before the rain
from the lawn where the robin moves like a
chesspiece away from the nest
and the long tunnel brought down by care




When my back is a broken fence,
will children rattle sticks along it,
will they see the ghost of my heart
and the cellar of my stomach
and see me? Vesta is a dragon
hovering near the jelly.
Blue smoke is a memory
no smoke is in the chimney
the hat is on the chair
and the cup is empty.
2 .
Raking up the papers with a broom,
you did not hear the wind outside the room
so it said it again much louder.
The days slam by like petals,
like the single numbers
of the movie calendars,
whipped into the wind of oblivion
to represent time's passage.
The coffee is cold in the pot.
Hear the gulls' sound come closer,
white and brown,
like hens' eggs from the country.
3 .
In paragraphs, the waves
write up the rocks. Spots
of oil lubricate my mild anger.
The ferry, square on the water,
is made ready. Nothing is mine.
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Fragments of my life are near me.
A letting go can harm me.
They will pick up my heart,
and mail it to my worst enemy.
4 .
The seals at the zoo are slipping
through the water like seals
and the gulls are like gulls
whenever they fly over. It is last
November, at the park to celebrate
my day of birth. My mother meets, by chance,
a friend, a handsome man I know.
In my childhood he danced the hambo,
swinging his wife's red crinoline.
THE MOON RISES
The moon rises,
a queen on horseback
exiting a crowded wood.
You pick at your face and mumble,
tired of standing.
Couples hang together,
dance four-legged like a horse.
Sometimes they falter,
fall on knees and hands,
burying their faces in grass.
Next comes the snow you dreamed of:
paper-thin wide wafers
with the glitter of sugar, large,
large, glassy patterns,
and the money, half-dollars
filling the pockets of your robe.
You dream of finding Hemingway's
Lost Suitcase, high in a closet
at the top of a secondary schoolhouse,
and your bicycle, useless
as the hen that towed it,
dead as a stone.
In the grass your feet and bottom
prickle numb.
You carry yourself
home in a wagon
like a farmer's sack.
Whether empty or full
you look back. Just lifting
your glittering eyes above the tailgate




Night is too full, like remembered birthdays
when you were supposed to be happy.
From the seat of honor you could stare
into the past with its wretched glitter,
things that made you what you are
as now each star is a separate event
marking its section of heaven
like an old firefly. If this is the past,
that ring and tinsel,
you are the future, above it, really,
clutching the gray extension of your eye,
trying to steady it.
Look at the corner, near the movie house:
see the whore, bare-legged, lonely?
Look at the syntax of cars
on the avenue, the racetrack
like a fine bouquet — is that for you?
Can you enter it?
Enter the prayer for victory and the wheel;
then, could you escape it?
Only the sky, your past, will admit you.
These stars like cancer cells
that forgot how to die
and push the hard edges with
chemicals until they multiply —
you can try like the dust
to obscure them and almost
opposed to you, they shine.
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ANONYMOUS COURTESAN IN A JADE SHROUD
In an unknown century of your country's life,
they staked your body out
and bound it with rocks the color of grass
and sewed the rocks with golden filaments.
They flattened your breasts, and in your bald head
made a hollow valley for the eyes.
I walk around you, wanting to see
inside — how the chandelier of sun
makes its way through,
what became of your fingernails, your hair.
Perhaps you were not beautiful, but had
a sickly look, nothing to recommend you
but a famous father or a gift for talk.
I wonder how you made it
to the afterlife; did your soul
seep out the narrow cracks?
Or was it better than anything you knew
just to lie flat on your back
like a garden, well cared-for, unchanging,
and so valuable — each frozen cell —









A tree stood up. Oh pure uprising!
Orpheus is singing! Oh tall tree in the ear!
And everything grew still. Yet in the silence there
changes took place, signals and fresh beginnings.
Creatures of stillness crowded from the clear
untangled woods, from nests and lairs;
and it turned out that their light stepping
came not from fear or from cunning
but so they could listen. Shriek, bellow and roar
had shrunk in their hearts. And while before
there was scarcely a hut where they might stay,
just a shelter made of the darkest cravings
with shaky posts for an entranceway —
you made a temple for them in their hearing.
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From the joined happiness of song and lyre
a girl, almost, was formed, came forth, glowed
clearly through her April veils, and made
a bed for herself inside my ear.
And slept in me. And then her sleep was
everything: trees I had wondered at, those
vivid distances, the meadow I felt, every
amazement that had ever been inside me.
She slept the world. Singing god, how did
you make her so whole she didn't first
need to be awake? See, she rose up, still asleep.
Where's her death? Do you have time to find
that subject before your song burns up?
Where does she drain out of me? . . a girl, almost. . .
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A god can do it. But tell me how
a man can follow him through the narrow
lyre. The human self is split; where two
heartways cross, there is no temple to Apollo.
Song, as You teach it, is not desire, not
a wooing of something that's finally attained;
song is existence. Easy for the god. But
when do we exist? And when does he spend
the earth and the stars on our being?
When we love? That's what you think when you're young;
not so, though your voice forces open your mouth, —
learn to forget how you sang. That fades.
Real singing is a different kind of breath.
A nothing-breath. A ripple in the god. A wind.
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You should step, sometimes, you gentle ones,
into the breath that pays you no mind;
let it part against your cheeks and then,
quivering, rejoin itself behind.
Oh blessed ones, oh perfect ones,
who seem like the origins of hearts;
bows for the arrows as well as their targets,
how long and far a tear-stained smile shines.
Don't be afraid to suffer. Heaviness
can be given back to the weight of the planet-
mountains are heavy, seas are heavy too.
Even the trees you carried to plant
as children, have long since been too heavy for you.
Oh, but the open air . . . oh, but the empty spaces. . .
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Don't lay a stone to his memory. The rose
can bloom, if you like, once a year for his sake.
For Orpheus is the rose. His metamorphosis
takes this form, that form. No need to think
about his other names. Once and for all:
when there's singing, it's Orpheus. He comes and goes.
It's enough if sometimes he stays several
days: more, say, than a bowl of roses.
He has to vanish so you can understand.
Even if it frightens him to disappear.
While his word is transforming our beings here
he's somewhere else, past following.
The lyre's grill doesn't pinch his hands.
Even as he breaks rules, he's obeying.
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Is he of this world? No, he gets
his large nature from both realms. To know
how best to curve the willow's boughs,
you have to have been through its roots.
Don't leave bread or milk on the table
at night: that attracts the dead.
But under your own mild eyelids
you can let this conjuror mingle
the sight of the dead into all that you've seen;
and may the magic of earthsmoke and meadow rue
be as true as the clearest relation.
Nothing should spoil good images; whether
they came from a grave or a bedroom,
let him praise finger-ring, buckle, and pitcher.
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Praising, that's it! Praise was his mission,
and he came the way ore comes, from silent
rock. His heart, a wine-press that couldn't last
made us an endless supply of wine.
Even in the dust his voice won't fail him
once the godhead has him in its grip.
All things turn vineyard, all things turn grape,
in the ripening South of his feelings.
Nothing can contradict his praise,
not mold in the royal burial vault
nor the fact that a shadow will fall from the gods.
He's the messenger who stays,
who carries his bowls of praiseworthy fruit
across the thresholds of the dead.
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Lament, water-nymph of the wellsprings
of tears: praising's the only place
she can live — watching over our crying
to see it run clear from the rockface
that holds up our portals and altars.
Look: all round her motionless shoulders
the sense dawns that she must be youngest
of the sisters who live in our spirit.
Rejoicing knows, and Longing has confessed, —
only Lament is still learning: all night
she counts up old wrongs with her childish hands.
Then all at once, off-balance, out of practice,
she lifts a constellation of our voices




You have to have been among shades,
tuning your lyre there too,
if you want enough vision to know
how to make lasting praise.
You have to sit down and eat
with the dead, nibbling their poppies,
if you want enough memory to keep
the one most delicate note.
The image we glimpse in the pond
often grows blurred:
know it, completely.
And the world has to be twofold




You've never been away from me, antique
sarcophagi, but I greet you — you
whom jubilant waters have flowed through
since Roman days, as wandering music.
Or those old graves, wide open, like the eyes
of a shepherd who wakes feeling joyful,
— full of stillness and blossoming nettles —
releasing a swarm of elated butterflies;
all that we snatch away from doubt
I greet, mouths that are open once more,
having learned what silence means.
Have we learned that? Or have we yet
to learn? Both. Hesitating between
is what gives our faces character.
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Look at the stars. Is there no constellation
called "Horseman"? For the animal's earth-pride
is strangely ingrained in us. So is the human
will to control, guide, be carried.
Isn't this chasing and being broken in
part of the sinewy nature of things?
The trail and the turn-off. Touch as understanding.
Fresh distances. And rider and horse as one.
But are they? Does either one of them want
the path that they travel together?
Pasture and table already draw them apart.
Even that union in the stars is deceptive.
Still, let's be glad to believe in that figure
for a while now. That's enough.
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Hail to the spirit that can unite us;
for.we really live only in figures.
And the clocks, with little steps, totter
alongside our actual days.
Without ever knowing our true place
we connect ourselves to what's genuine.
Antenna gropes toward antenna,
and carries the empty distance.
Pure tension. O music of forces!
Do our venial doings somehow
deflect what might otherwise disturb you?
The farmer can labor and fuss, but
down where the seed is changing to summer,
beyond his reach, the earth pours out.
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Ripe apple, pear and banana,
gooseberry . . . They speak of life and death
as soon as they get in our mouths . . .
Try watching a child's face: you can
see the far-off knowledge as he tastes it.
What's going on in your mouth? Something nameless,
slow. Instead of words, a flood of discoveries,
startled loose from the flesh of the fruit.
Do you dare tell what we mean by "apple"?
This sweetness that first condenses itself
so that when you lift it to take a bite
it will be pure, wide-awake, transparent,
two-meaninged, sunlike, earthlike, all presence —
:
O experience, sensation, happiness — , immense !
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Always we move among flowers, vine-leaves, fruit.
They don't just speak a language of seasons.
Out of the darkness comes a motley declaration
with maybe a glimmer of jealousy in it
from the earth-nourishing dead. Do we know
what part they play in all this? Consider
just how long it has been their nature
to riddle the loam with loose bone-marrow.
This question, then: do they enjoy it?
Is fruit heaved up to us, clenched with the effort
of clumsy slaves, and we their masters?
Are they the masters, asleep among roots,
and grudging us from their surpluses
this crossbred thing of speechless strength and kisses?
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Wait . . . that tastes good . . . Already it's leaving.
. . . Just a faint music, a stamping, a humming —
:
Girls who are warm, girls who are silent,
dance the taste of this sampled fruit!
Dance the orange. Who can forget how, drowning
in itself, it still resists the tendency
to be too sweet. Yours in possessing,
it has turned into you, deliciously.
Dance the orange. Throw its warmer landscape
out of yourself, let the ripeness shine
in its native air! Peel away, radiant,
fragrance on fragrance! Create a kinship
with the pure and reluctant rind,
with the juice that loads the ecstatic fruit!
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You, my friend, are lonely, because. . .
We gradually make the world our own,
even its feeblest, riskiest portion,
with our words and pointing fingers.
Who points a finger at a smell?
Still, among the forces we dread
there are many you know . . . You sense the dead
and you cringe when you hear magic spells.
You see, we two have to manage some way
with piece-work and parts, as if they were whole.
Helping you won't be easy. Above all:
don't plant me in your heart. I'd grow too fast.
But I'll guide my master's hand and say:
Here. This is Esau, in his pelt.
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Deep under all that's been done,
entangled and ancient,
a hidden source, a root
no one has seen.
Hunting-horns, helmets,
words of the ancients,
men at their brother-hates,
women like lutes. . .
Branch against branch against
branch, none of them free. . .
One! O climb . . . climb higher. . .
Still they snap. See,
though, the top one at last




Master, the New: hear it
droning and shaking?
Heralds are coming
to praise and proclaim it.
Hearing is difficult
in this new tumult,
but the machine-part
expects us to praise it.
See the machine:
with what vengeance it spins,
deforms us and shrinks us.
Though its strength comes from us,
make it dispassionate,
to drive and to serve us.
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Though this world changes
as quickly as cloud-forms,
perfections fall home
to the age-old, the ancient.
Over the changing and crowding,
wider and freer,
we still hear your primal song,
god with the lyre.
Pain is not comprehended,
love isn't truly learned.
What death erases
is never revealed.




But what can I dedicate to you. Master, say,
you who taught creatures how to hear?
My meipory of one spring day,
and its evening, in Russia — , a horse. . .
A white stallion that roamed in my direction
from the village, a hobble on his fetlock,
out on the meadows for the night, alone;
how the shock of his mane bounced on his neck
in time with his high spirits - and with
the rhythm of his clumsy, shackled gallop.
How the wellsprings surged, blood of the stallion!
He could feel the expanses, that one!
How he neighed, how he listened — your myth
closed its circle in him.
His image — I offer it up.
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Spring's come again. The earth is
a child, full of poems she's memorized.
Many, oh many ... If there's a prize
for that kind of learning, it's hers.
Her teacher was strict. We liked
the white in the old man's beard.
Now we can ask her the names of the blues
and the greens: always, she knows, she knows!
Earth, on vacation, happy-go-lucky, now
you can play with the children. We'll chase you,
giddy earth. And the giddiest will catch you.
What her teacher taught her! — so many things —
and what is imprinted in roots and the long
intricate stems: she sings, she sings!
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Oh how we bustle
when even Time's passing
is only a trifle
in what's everlasting.
All that's hurrying




boys, by your swiftness,
the short flights you take.
Look to the things at rest:
darkness and brightness. .
flower and book. . .
23
Oh not until then, when to fly
is not for the sake of flight,
but something more self-sufficient,
a rising into the silent sky —
the tool of one's own success,
to play in luminous outlines,
minion of all the winds,
slender and sure in its flourishes —
Only when a pure "where are you going?"
outweighs a boyish, still growing
pride in machines,
will one who has brought the far near,
head over heels with succeeding,
he what only his flight was before.
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Must we reject our ancient friendship
with the great, undemanding gods because hard
steel hasn't touched them, steel that we've forged?
Must we suddenly look for them on a map?
These mighty friends, who take the dead from us,
don't brush against our wheels. We've set up
our baths and our banquets far off, and we outstrip
their messengers, long since too slow for us.
Lonelier now, completely dependent
on each other, not knowing each other, we don't
lay out paths that meander any more,
we make them straight. The primal fires
burn only in steamboilers now, heaving hammers
that grow stronger. While we weaken, like swimmers.
TOO
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But you now, whom I knew like a flower
I had no name for, you, taken away,
let me show you to them once, let me remember,
lovely playmate, unconquerable cry.
Dancer first, who suddenly, body filled with delay,
stood still, as if her youth were being cast
in bronze. Grieving and listening. Then, from high
agents, music fell into her changing heart.
Sickness drew near. Already possessed by shadows,
her blood rushed darkening, and yet, as if running scared,
it surged toward its natural springtide.
Again and again, though falls and darkness interrupted,
it glowed like the earth. Until after hideous blows
it ran through a gate that was hopelessly wide.
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But you, godlike, beautiful — when the horde
of scorned Maenads attacked, you went on sounding,
right to the end; drowning their cries with order,
up from that mayhem rose your building song.
They couldn't break your lyre or your head,
however they tried, wrestling and raging;
and the sharp stones they threw at your heart turned
soft against you, and capable of hearing.
They tore you to pieces at last, in a frenzy,
while your sound lingered on in lions and rocks
and in trees and birds. You still sing there.
Oh you lost god! You everlasting trace! Only
because that hatred ripped and scattered you
are we listeners now, and one mouth of Nature.
translated by David Young
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CONTRIBUTORS
BILLY COLLINS is an editor of
The Mid-Atlantic Review and has
a book of poems, Pokerface, out
from Kenmore Press.
The Book of Signs which fur-
nished the illustrations and inspi-
ration for the poems by CONRAD
HILBERRY in this issue is pub-
lished by Dover in the Pictorial
Archive Series. Currently on
leave from Kalamazoo, Hilberry is
living and writing in Mexico.
BRENDA HILLMAN lives in Ken-
sington, California, and works
in a bookstore. A book of her
poems will be published by the
Penumbra Press next year.
A frequent contributor to FIELD,
LAURA JENSEN wrotes: "In May
I received a grant from the
Washington State Arts Commis-
sion's 1978 Honors Program for
Literary Artists. I used a portion
to travel to Mansfield, Missouri,
this August, to see the Laura In-
galls Wilder Home and Museum
there, where she wrote all her
books and lived until her death.
Her books have been important
to me, in childhood and today."
SHIRLEY KAUFMAN, who lives
and works in Israel, has a new
book coming out from Pittsburgh
next year.
The two poems by RICHARD
KENT in this issue mark his
second appearance in FIELD. He is
presently living and teaching in
Taiwan.
LARRY LEVIS'S essay grew out of
a seminar he held during a resi-
dency at Oberlin during the au-
tumn of 1977. The author of two
prize-winning volumes of poetry,
he is currently at work on a third.
Despite his serious demoralization
at the collapse of the Boston Red
Sox, THOMAS LUX continues to
live and write in the New York
area, and to teach at Sarah Law-
rence College.
While GRACE PALEY is known
primarily as a writer of fiction, we
have discovered that she writes
poetry too.
LINDA PASTAN's latest collec-
tion, The Five Stages of Grief, was
published by Norton early this
year. She recently received a
fellowship from the Maryland
Arts Council.
The two parts of RAINER MARIA
RILKE's Sonnets to Orpheus will
appear in FIELD 19 and 20. DAV-
ID YOUNG's translation of The
Duino Elegies, also originally
serialized in FIELD, appeared from
Norton last spring.
About the translations from
YANNIS RITSOS, his translator,
EDMUND KEELEY writes: "The
poems are from two of Ritsos's
volumes. Parentheses 1950-61
and The Distant, the latter pub-
lished in Athens just a year ago,
the former yet to appear in Greek.
Ritsos's vision in both is harsh at
moments, but to my mind the
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poems show how he has turned
the experience of persecution and
exile into a statement of unique
subtlety and power/'
CHARLES SIMIC is well-known
to readers of FIELD. His latest
collection is Charon's Cosmology
(Atheneum).
DAVID WAGONER is Editor of
Poetry Northwest and of the
Princeton University Press Poetry
Series. He has published ten
novels — most recently Whole
Hog (Atlantic-Little, Brown) —
and his tenth book of poems is due
this fall: Who Shall Be the Sun?
(Indiana University Press).
NANCY WILLARD, a frequent
contributor, is the author of
numerous volumes of poems,
most recently Carpenter of the
Sun (Liveright). as well as short
stories, childrens' books (e.g. The
Merry History of a Christmas Pie)
and literary criticism. She will be
at Oberlin for an NEA residency
this December.
C.D. WRIGHT has assumed re-
sponsibility for Lost Roads Press,
following the death this summer
of FRANK STANFORD. Read-
ers who know Frank's work from
FIELD and other sources will share
ouf sense of loss at the untimely
death of this energetic and original
poet.
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